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-------------------SPECIAL LIMITED TIME OFFER----------------------Enjoy a live, private one-on-one

conversation with the master of human behavior himself. Only a few slots available! First come, first

serve.***************************************************************************This book contains specific,

practical, and proven, psychological techniques that you can use to know a personâ€™s thoughts

and feelings at anytime--often within minutes. Because the techniques can be applied instantly to

any person in just about any situation, Dr. Lieberman has demonstrated their ease and accuracy on

hundreds of television and radio programs. In a special report for FOX News, host Jeff Rosin

declared, â€œItâ€™s simply amazing! I was with him and he was never wrong . . . not even once. I

even learned how to do it and thatâ€™s saying something.â€• In fact, Dr. Lieberman has gone

â€œhead-to-headâ€• on live television, with skilled polygraph examiners and scored just as

wellâ€”every time. You Can Read Anyone shows step-by-step exactly how to tell what someone is

thinking and feeling in real-life situations. And when the stakes are highâ€”negotiations,

interrogations, questions of abuse, theft, or fraud-- knowing who is out for you, and who is out to get

you (or a loved one) can save you time, money, energy, and heartache. The New York Times put it

best. In a feature article they simply said, â€œDonâ€™t lie to David Liebermanâ€•. And now you too,

can learn the most important psychological tools governing human behavior and do more than just

put the odds in your favor. Set up the game so that you canâ€™t lose. A peak at what you'll

learn:THE ULTIMATE BLUFF BUSTER: How would you like to know if the guy sitting across the

poker table from you really has a full house or just a pair of deuces? Or if your top executive is

serious about quitting if he doesn't get a raise? Find out if your opponent is feeling good about his

chances or just putting up a good front dead giveaway a poker player is bluffing /sure fire sign good

hand, even pros give themselves away IS THIS PERSON HIDING ANYTHING? Don't get the wool

pulled over your eyes! The next time you have a "sneaking" suspicion, that someone may be "up" to

something, casually find out if anyone- kids, coworker, spouse, or friend--is keeping something from

youIS HE INTERESTED OR ARE YOU WASTING YOUR TIME? If you want to find out if your date

likes you or not; if your co-worker is really interested in helping you with your project; or if your

prospect is interested in your product, learn how to know, every time.WHOSE SIDE IS SHE

REALLY ON? Is she out for you, or to get you? If you think that someone may be sabotaging your

efforts, when she appears to be cooperating, find out whose side anyone is on, and fast.

EMOTIONAL PROFILE: Learn the signs of emotional instability and potential for violence. From a

blind date to the baby-sitter to a coworker, know what to look for, and what questions to ask, in

order to protect you and your loved ones. David J. Lieberman, Ph.D., is an award-winning author



and internationally recognized leader in the fields of human behavior and interpersonal

relationships. Techniques based on his six books, which have been translated into twenty

languages and include two New York Times bestsellers, are used by the FBI, The Department of

the Navy, Fortune 500 companies, and by governments, corporations, and mental health

professionals in more than twenty-five countries. Dr. Lieberman whose work has been featured in

publications around the world has also appeared as a guest expert on more than two hundred

programs such as: The Today Show, Fox News (Fox & Friends, The Oâ€™Reilly Factor), CNN,

NPR, BBC, The Montel Williams Show, and The View.
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XXXXX"As the only one of its type, this program [or system outlined in this book] offers a complete,

practical, easy-to-use system that you can use to measure a person's thoughts and feelings quickly,

at any time."The above quotation is found in the introduction of this fascinating book by Dr. David J.

Lieberman, author and "internationally recognized leader" of human behavior and interpersonal

relationships.Be aware that the system in this book is not about reading someone based on their



body language, their speech pattern, or how they dress. It is not about developing some mystical

power such as telepathy. Instead, this book contains specific and proven psychological techniques

that can be instantly applied to any person in almost any situation.Is this system absolutely

foolproof? Of course not. No system is. But you will gain a "statistical advantage" to reading a

person by using the methods in this book.The book itself is divided into two sections:Section one (7

chapters) has techniques that will give you much insight into people, and will help you gain the

advantage in practically every situation. Each chapter in this section is based on seven basic

questions. These questions are as follows:(1) Is this person hiding anything? (2) Does the person

like or not like someone or something? (3) Is the person really confident or just attempting to play it

cool? (4) How is a person really feeling? (5) Is the person really interested or are you just wasting

your time? (6) Whose side is a person really on? (7) How safe, stable, and sane is a person...really?
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